
 

MagicFlex's range of Data Center audit reports bring a new level of 
visibility into Data Center maintenance and health. Reports include a 
full audit lifecycle from discovery and impact analysis to step-by step 
resolution guides and verification.  

Gain an unparalleled view into the 

inner workings of your data center 

performance and all the issues 

that are outstanding with 

complete impact analysis.  

Gauge the data center resilience, 

capacity and compare your team 

level of maintenance to industry 

standards and best practices.  

Many CIOs order quarterly reports 

for the entire data center and can 

review this within just a few 

hours. 

A Data Center is a complex 

network of multi-vendor devices 

which keep your data safe and 

secure but require constant expert 

maintenance to ensure reliability. 

A detailed audit report will give 

you the insights you require 

regarding capacity and resilience 

of your IT infrastructure and the 

dependency on specific types of 

hardware and software vendors. 

This gives you the edge in avoiding 

expensive down time later on.  

Technical Team 
Perspective 

Our reports provide a complete 

list of all the needed tasks 

required to solve both critical and 

pre-emptive issues as well as to 

help you understand the impact of 

upgrades to various components. 

These reports also include a step-

by-step resolution guide and 

learning resources about each 

issue.  

Technical teams love these reports 

and usually order them before and 

after projects. 

 Report as a service (no active MagicFlex software license requirements) 
Cost effective report packages for post maintenance work verification 

 Industry comparisons for software upgrades and best practices 

 Proactive maintenance work estimate 

 Complete list of issues found with clear explanation of impact, urgency and risk  

 Detailed step-by-step guide to resolve issues found 
Comprehensive best practice recommendations 

 Gauge resilience, capacity bottlenecks and maintenance efficiency 

 

 
 

 
 



 

To order your report and receive a 

download link for the MagicFlex 

Report generation tool ASAP 

please visit our website: 

www.magic-flex.com/getreport 

 

 

 

For additional details about the 

MagicFlex report generation tool 

and constant monitoring / live 

dashboard options please contact 

the MagicFlex global sales team 

at:  

US: (646) 586-2093 

UK: +44 203 318 9436 

IL: +972 3 3751323 
sales@magic-flex.com 

MagicFlex partners with 

specialized service providers 

around the world to offer its 

customers follow-up services to 

implement the resolution steps 

outlined in the report.  

Contact us for details at: 

sales@magic-flex.com 

 

The report includes a comprehensive list of Data Center device connectivity, configuration, and 

versioning errors with step-by-step resolution recommendations  
CREATING DATA CENTER SYNERGY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

   
 

 

  

 

 

 


